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8 TURF COVERS AND TARPS: SECURITY BLANKETS
From preventing rainouts, to protecting turf from freezes, to speeding seed germination, covers can be a sports turf manager’s “best friend”. Choosing the right cover for the job, and learning to manipulate them quickly, are the keys to getting the most out of these multi-purpose tools.

12 GRASS SEED DEVELOPMENTS: BEST BETS FOR SPORTS TURF
Turfgrass researchers and breeders continue the search for the “perfect” athletic field grasses. Here are a few of their hottest tips.

16 STMA PROFILE: GIL LANDRY BUILDS PROFESSIONALISM THROUGH COMMITMENT
Not content to sit on the sidelines, Dr. Gil Landry, extension turf specialist for the University of Georgia and president of the national Sports Turf Managers Association gets involved – and has little time for those who don’t.

18 PUTTING IRRIGATION SYSTEMS TO BED FOR THE WINTER
Want to make sure your irrigation system is ready for action after the long winter months? Paying attention to the winterization basics now, says irrigation specialist Jeff Uleman, can save you headaches later.

20 PREVENTING SNOW MOLD DAMAGE
With fewer chemical options available, a combination of cultural and mechanical methods may be your best defense in preventing snow mold damage to turf, explains Dr. Randy Kane of the Chicago Golf District.

22 CULTIVATION STRATEGIES: FIVE FROM THE FIELD
There is no single successful sports turf aeration strategy – all must be tailor-made to suit the situation. Five top sports turf managers discuss their custom-designed aeration strategies.
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CORRECTION: The cover credit was inadvertently omitted from the August issue of sportsTURF. The photo was of Shea Stadium and was provided by Jim Kelsey of @Beam Clay/Partac Peat.

ON THE COVER: Irrigation in action prior to winterizing at Oriole Park at Camden Yards, site of the 1993 STMA Annual Conference and Exhibition. Photo courtesy: Rain Bird.